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This talk

● Why the Foundation does editor surveys
● First results from the 2012 Wikipedia Editor 

Survey
● A bit more on editor surveys in general



  

“The community”

● Who is “it”?
● What problems does “it” encounter in building 

Wikipedia?
● What are “its” opinions on issue X?



  

Where can we see “the community” 
and hear what “it” says?

– Mailing lists

– Village pumps, talk pages

– Editors I'm acquainted with

– Meetups/conferences
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Where can we see “the community” 
and hear what “it” says?

● Better approximation – the wikis themselves: All 
people who have an account on Wikipedia and 
Commons, and log into it



  

Editor surveys

● Give all users a voice (almost)
● Closest thing we have to finding out:

– representative opinions

– demographics



  

Wikipedia Editor Survey 2012

● Up to ~17,000 responses per question
● 17 languages
● Third in a series (April 2011, December 2011, 

November 2012)
● First half repeated from 2011, to track trends
● Second half: Satisfaction with WMF work 

(>10,000 respondents)



  

So, is the community satisfied with 
WMF?



  



  



  



  



  



  



  
Caveat: Only asked on Wikipedia and Commons



  

Asked about 7 recent activity areas 
of WMF

● “Below is a list of recent Wikimedia Foundation 
activities. For each, you will be asked to agree 
or disagree with a few statements.”
– “I knew the Foundation did this.”

–  “I believe that the Foundation’s involvement in this 
activity makes sense.”

– “I think the Foundation has done a good job with 
this activity.”



  



  



  

Priorities

“Below is a list of possible priorities. 
Please consider how important each 
of the below should be for the 
Foundation.”



  



  



  

“Is there anything you think the Foundation should 
work on that you didn’t see listed above?”

1730 write-in responses



  

“If you had to name one thing that motivates you most to 
contribute to Wikipedia, what would it be?”

● ~8000 respondents spent 41 days on coming up with an answer



  

Partipation bias

● 2008 UNU-MERIT web survey of editors and 
readers (commissioned by WMF)

● Origin of 13% female editor number→ gender 
gap activities

● But also found much less than 50% readers 
female – participation bias!

● Recent paper by Mako and Aaron:
– Compare with Wikipedia readership demographics 

from Pew Research phone survey (less bias)

– Propensity correction: 13% → 16%
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Questions or comments?

● https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Wiki
pedia_Editor_Survey_2012

● tbayer at wikimedia dot org
● Soon:

– Topline report and posts with further analysis on 
blog.wikimedia.org

– Anonymized dataset for your own analysis

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Wikipedia_Editor_Survey_2012
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